Car plate recognition technology
• It is a technique that uses visual recognition of letters and
numbers in pictures taken through the surveillance cameras of
car panels to create a strong database that can be referred to
at the time of need with detailed and total reports for each car
and its owner
• A picture of the car plate is taken, the visitor is registered,
and the car numbers are linked to the visitor. In the event of a
repeat visit, the program identifies the car plate and allows the
visitor to enter without registering again.
• The time and date set for each car were recorded to see
which cars were entered in a specific time period
• In the event the visitor exits a car different from the vehicle
in which he entered, the security officer is alerted and an alarm
sound is issued as the metal plate data for that car is linked to
the visitor's data and picture
• The letters and numbers on the Egyptian car plates are then
recognized and the resulting data is used to compare with the
records in the database in order to arrive at specific
information such as the vehicle owner, the place of
registration, the time the vehicle entered, the address, etc.
• Having the ability to specify the type of car, for example (my
property, its fare, transportation, etc.), and benefit from that in
detail and overall reports according to the type of vehicle
• Connect the program to the entrance gate devices, where
authorized cars are allowed to enter and reject unauthorized
cars
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You can make white lists and black lists for cars authorized to enter and vehicles that are not authorized to
enter the facility
• The program can be run individually or linked to the smart parking management system or the smart
visitor management system
• The captured images are analyzed through the surveillance cameras and the results appear in less than half
a second and takes pictures from all angles despite the difficult corners to read and the results are shown
with high accuracy
• The image is analyzed and many results are shown (license plate numbers - car color - type - brand model - car direction)

How LPR
technology
works
• The system is implemented at the entrance
to the security
control in
a highly restricted area such as
military areas or areas surrounding high government offices where the system provides more protection

In the case of
entering the car for
the first time, all its
data is saved
The car is allowed
to enter

تب أ

Reading letters and
numbers on the license
plate, using OCR
technology
In the event of a repeat
visit, the license plates
will be recognized
through the database
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Dashboard scanning is
done with surveillance
cameras

Program Advantages
Reducing the cost and time
spent registering cars

Get a lot of detailed and
aggregate reports

Enhance professionalism in the
visitor check-in process

High accuracy and speed in
scanning and reading of car plates

Storage and archiving of
data where it can be
referenced later
Improving security through
knowing the cars that were
registered in one day and
frequent visits
The program works 100%
without the Internet as it
guarantees data protection and
privacy

System Can Integrate with the following items





Barrier Gate
Slide Gate
Access control system
server
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